
Boxing and Las Vegas are indelibly fused in the public imagination. A perfect fit for the culture 
of entertainment, the sport traces its history in Las Vegas back to the 1950s. The Las Vegas 
Convention Center hosted championship fights from 1960 onwards but by 1969, major fights 
moved into the hotels and by this time, the city claimed its stake as the boxing capital of the world.

Some of the most iconic moments in the sport’s history took place in Las Vegas, inviting the finest 
athletes that loom larger than life: “Sugar” Ray Leonard, Muhammad Ali, Mike Tyson, Oscar de 
La Hoya and more. Still to this day, each major fight electrifies the city, bringing thousands to visit. 
However boxing is more than an attraction- the sport speaks to the fundamental human urge to 
win and with nothing more than two hands. Boxing is historically linked to race and class with an 
undeniably long struggle for African Americans to gain reward and recognition in the sport. It has 
also galvanized the imagination of artists throughout time.

Leather Throwers, surveys ways in which visual artists have encapsulated boxing’s athletes, 
historical moments and simplicities through sculptures, paintings, drawings and photographs. 
Titled after a work on paper by Ed Ruscha, this exhibition includes works by post-war giants 
Jean-Michel Basquiat and Andy Warhol, who famously created a mock boxing poster featuring 
themselves. Contemporary artist Gary Simmons incorporates images of boxing rings and 
promotional ephemera into his paintings, while Jeffrey Gibson draws inspiration from his Mississippi 
Choctaw-Cherokee heritage to transform punching bags into beautiful seemingly delicate beaded 
sculptures. Diane Arbus and Annie Liebovitz capture behind the scene moments through black 
and white photography. Shown in conversation with these important artworks is ephemera from 
boxing’s history i n Las Vegas. Memorabilia such as posters, programs, photographs, and objects, 
detail seminal moments in boxing history.

Featured artists include Diane Arbus, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Jeffrey Gibson, Douglas Gordon, 
Damien Hirst, Annie Leibovitz, Vik Muniz, Leroy Neiman, Claes Oldenberg, Irving Penn, Ed 
Ruscha, Gary Simmons, and Andy Warhol.

Generous lenders include Teresa and Lorenzo Fertitta, Ralph Deluca, Michelle and 
Lawrence Epstein, Gary Simmons and Hauser & Wirth, Anne and Dana White, Top Rank and 
other private collections.

MAY 21, 2021 - AUGUST 22, 2021



HOURS OF ADMISSION
Thursday - Monday; 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM 
(Last admission at 5:45 p.m.)

Hours of admission are subject to change 
without notice. When planning your visit, 
please call ahead to reserve your tickets.

ADMISSION
$16       General Admission 
$8         Nevada Residents* 
$13       Seniors 65 and over* 
$13       Students/Teachers/Military* 
FREE   Children 5 and under

Annual memberships available.

Advance ticket purchase at
702.693.7871 • bellagio.com/bgfa

*Must present valid ID. 
Non-flash photography is allowed. 
Food, drinks, smoking, strollers and 
videotaping are not permitted inside the 
gallery.

Bellagio Gallery of Fine Art 
3600 Las Vegas Blvd. South 

Las Vegas, NV 89109

877.957.9777 or 702.693.7871

fineartgallery@bellagioresort.com 
bellagio.com/bgfa#BGFA
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